DISCOVER
THE AIRBUS A350-900

WELCOMES AIRBUS

A NEW-GENERATION AIRCRAFT
FOR MORE RESPONSIBLE TRAVEL

25 %
d’émissions
de CO2
less CO2 emissions

40%
quieter

Travelling to discover the world today only makes sense if future generations
can do the same tomorrow. This is why Air France is convinced that offering its
customers the opportunity to travel responsibly is an absolute priority and has
been committed to reducing its environmental footprint for many years.
By investing in new-generation aircraft with the best possible environmental
performance, Air France is illustrating its commitment to sustainable development
by significantly reducing its CO2 emissions and noise footprint.
By welcoming the Airbus A350-900 into its fleet, Air France has chosen an
aircraft that consumes 25% less fuel, whose noise footprint is reduced by 40%
compared to an aircraft of equivalent size and less recent design.

A LATEST-GENERATION
LONG-HAUL AIRCRAFT

Windows which are

A more spacious cabin

30%

5.61m

larger

wide

A length of

66.80 m

An operating range of

13,000 km

A wingspan of

64.75 m

324 seats
34 Business seats
24 Premium Economy seats
266 Economy seats

A NEW KIND OF COMFORT
Wi-Fi on board with the free Message Pass for all
The Air France Airbus A350-900, a new-generation aircraft, offers a unique
travel experience.

18.5 inches
in Business

13.3 inches
in Premium Economy

11.6 inches
Modern travel cabins equipped with the latest generation of seats

in Economy
HD touchscreen in all cabins

More personal space and optimal comfort
Lighting adapted to each flight phase

The quietest new-generation twin-aisle aircraft

Improved air pressure and air quality on board
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THE AIR FRANCE A350 IN BRIEF

FLYING YOU… ALL OVER THE WORLD

A fleet of 38 aircraft by 2025
(7 additional A350s in 2021)

The Airbus A350 flies to 7 destinations on departure from Paris-Charles de Gaulle:
to Bamako (Mali) and Monrovia (Liberia) in Africa
to Toronto (Canada) in North America,
to Sao Paulo (Brazil) in South America
and to Bangalore, Mumbai and Delhi (India) in Asia

A new-generation aircraft with

the best environmental performance
Toronto

Paris
Delhi

The company’s most modern long-haul aircraft:
• New on-board technology with a connected cockpit
• Connectivity with the Air France CONNECT Wi-Fi passes
• New-generation HD screen on board

Bamako
Monrovia

Mumbai
Bangalore

Sao Paulo

Naming aircraft
Air France is reviving its tradition of naming its aircraft to promote France
around the world by naming its aircraft after emblematic French cities.
«Toulouse», «Lyon», «Saint-Denis de la Réunion», «Nice», «Bordeaux» and «Marseille»
are the city names chosen by the airline for its first six.

Flight schedule updated as of 11 November 2020
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